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Details of Visit:

Author: notme
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 12 Oct 2015 4:00
Duration of Visit: 60 Minutes
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Hush Massage
Website: http://www.hushmassage.co.uk
Phone: 01158376466
Phone: 07543222020

The Premises:

Just off main shopping street of an off-city centre district, across the road from a Wetherspoons so
very handy for a coffee to collect yourself from the most wonderful & intense experience before
going home.
Safe, clean, respectable neighbourhood and premises. Very discrete (walk straight in off the street
but ring bell in foyer before being 'buzzed in' to the upstairs facility. (No wheelchair access I'm
aware of.)
Car parking provided free for shoppers is about 3 mins walk away or you can get the bus to almost
right outside.
Showering wasn't offered but I didn't find it difficult to arrive clean and hot wet towels provided let
me leave clean too!
Treatment room excellent - mood, decor, smell, furnishing & equipment all as you could want.

The Lady:

Jessica is a white British woman - very 'fit' in every sense of the word, just old enough to have the
experience you want and no suggestion she is anything other than a joyful participant in this
industry.
There was no photo of her on the website and I didn't ask for any physical description before
making the booking because I was going for a blindfolded experience so looks weren't going to be
crucial and I'd rather not trouble you with a detailed description of Jessica's physical appearance or
underwear size. Not because she isn't stunning to look at - she certaily is - but because you only
need to know she is utterly fabulous to look at, to talk with and to be touched by. She would surely
have no difficulty attracting the attention of any man she choses and must have hordes wishing they
could be her 'significant other'. As of my meeting with her that is now 'hordes plus one'.

The Story:

Within the constraints of the services advertised Jessica gave herself to me physically and
emotionally with a level of skill and generosity that could not have been bettered.
It's not, in my view, appropriate to give a dot by dot description of the experience because that
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would be like telling someone who won the Bake Off when they were planning to watch it on catch-
up tonight.
The point of 'sweet surrender' is to surrender - to let the girl take charge, to not know what happens
next and let yourslf go with the flow....
Anyone who has thought about asking for the 'sweet surrender' experience but not tried it is really
missing a treat. There's no point me going into detail about what makes it a good experience as
enough is written elsewhere about the appeal of massage in bondage and anyway much will
depend on the individual, but if you're not thinking about it why are you reading this and if you are
thinking about it stop dithering - get on the phone and book a session with Jessica, I'm very glad I
did.
In fact my only regret is that I chose to arrange the 60 instead of 90 minute session but I'll definitely
rectify that next time!!
Oh and Jessica, if you've not chosen 'Mr Right' yet, settle for nothing less than the best - he will be
exceptionally lucky.
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